ABSTRACT

UD. Matahari Jaya Malang is a company that is engaged in the toddlers equipment sales. The number of sales transactions that occurred in this company are fairly high. Therefore, companies began to implement point of sales application. However, the old application cannot handle the problems such as inefficient inventory check, inaccuracies of stock caused by human error and lack of information and reports that the company needs to make managerial decisions.

The solution that is offered to overcome this problem is to implement a point of sales application that can handle transactions include sales, sales returns, receipt of goods, inventory check, and warehouse transfer. This application can also generate information or reports that include sales reports, stock report, sales returns report, cashier income, SPG income, daily sales recapitulation, and master reports.

The results of this study indicate that the application can perform inventory check accurately and easier, and the application can perform warehouse transfer that reduces the possibility of errors due to human error. Besides, the application can generate information and reports about sales transactions that are required by management.
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